153 field of view = 22cm, slice thickness = 1mm, number of slices = 144) was acquired in the same 154 orientation as the functional images. 155 156 fMRI data processing 157 Data was analyzed using SPM8 software (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm), using procedures 158 described in Part I. Briefly, images were spatially aligned to the first volume to correct for small 159 movements, sinc interpolation minimized timing-errors between slices, and functional images 160 were coregistered to the anatomical image and normalized to the T1 Montreal Neurological 161 Institute (MNI) template, then smoothed with a 10mm isotropic Gaussian kernel. During 162 analysis, conditions of interest were specified for sequence learning, visual, and each of the four 163 fingers moving during the repetitive tapping block; global normalization scaled the mean 164 intensity of each brain volume to a common value to correct for whole brain differences over 165 time. 166 Global conjunctive analysis of both motor conditions generated a bilateral activation map for 167 hand movements, used as the ROI for connectivity analysis. 168 169 Psychophysiological interactions (PPI) 170 Preprocessing 171 Connectivity analysis was carried out using psychophysiological interactions (75), modified to 172 account for individual variability in connectivity (76). As descried in Part I, alternate voxels 173 were sampled from the left (13) and right hippocampus (13) of the normalized brain, as delimited 174 by the aal atlas in the WFU PickAtlas toolbox (http://fmri.wfubmc.edu/software/PickAtlas). 177 of seed activity during movement of a single finger than during the visual condition; this 178 identified the effect of movement relative to rest (e.g., F1>rest). In the second analysis, the 179 interaction term specified a greater effect of seed activity during movement of one in a pair of 180 adjacent fingers (e.g., F1>F2 or F2>F1); this identified preferential activity for one finger. After 181 adjustments for regional differences in timing, a regression analysis identified the magnitude of 182 the BOLD signal in SMC that was correlated with the PPI interaction term. 183 Seed selection 184 Two approaches were used to select seeds. The first approach was "structural"; the hippocampus 185 was divided into 8 regions from posterior to anterior, with connectivity evaluated for each region 186 (position-1 through position-8). The second approach was empirical or "functional"; the 187 hippocampal voxel generating the greatest connectivity anywhere within SMC during a task was 188 selected as a seed. Regardless of the method for selection, a voxel seed was selected from both 189 the left and right hippocampus, and a conjunction (global) analysis was used to characterize 190 connectivity.
191 Finger topography and spatio/temporal selectivity 192 The topographical arrangement of connectivity associated with individual finger movements was 193 examined during both sets of analysis, exemplified by F1>rest and F1>F2. In the first analysis, 194 the region of connectivity was plotted for each finger. In the second, the region of connectivity 195 for each finger was restricted to the area of overlap between PPI maps for a specified finger; for 196 example, connectivity for F2 was visualized as the overlap in connectivity between F2>F1 and 198 Although differing in voxel resolution, the topographical arrangement of connectivity during 199 these analyses overlapped the finger topography identified in a previous study, which used a 200 variant of our paced repetitive tapping task to identify finger representations through differential 201 activation (77). (See Fig S1 for this comparison.) To investigate patterns of spatial and temporal 202 selectivity, the voxels constituting pre-and postcentral finger representations F1 through F3 from 203 the previous study were identified, and the beta estimate for the magnitude of connectivity was 204 recorded for each voxel. 205 During a specified time period, statistics were derived from voxel-wise comparisons with the 206 mean connectivity in the representation of the moving finger. To minimize confounds due to 207 variations in the baseline, the magnitude of connectivity for the moving finger was operationally 208 defined as the difference in connectivity during movement and the connectivity extremum when 209 the finger was stationery; the magnitude of connectivity for all other fingers (or time periods) 210 was expressed as a percentage change from this. A separate analysis was run for each time 211 period. 212 Spatial selectivity compared the magnitude of connectivity between two finger representations 213 during a single time period. Two-tailed paired t-tests identified differences in connectivity 214 between pairs of finger representations; differences between the moving finger and adjacent 215 fingers were particularly relevant. The paired t-test identified patterns of differences between 216 finger representations observed across individuals. Table 1 ). Functional 227 seed-1 and seed-2 both generated connectivity in left SMC, with seed-2 generating more intense, 228 bilateral connectivity; the expected time course of activity for later fingers was delayed ( Fig 1A) . 229 By superimposing connectivity maps from each finger, a topographical distribution was evident 230 ( Fig 1B) . Postcentral connectivity for F4 extended further dorsal than F2 and F1, evident in both 231 the left postcentral gyrus for functional seed-1 (see sagittal section) and bilaterally for functional 232 seed-2 (see coronal sections). (A) Peak activity predicted for connectivity from the left (solid colored line) and right hippocampal seeds (dashed colored line) were progressively delayed for F1 through F4; the timing predicted for fMRI activation is provided for comparison (black dotted line). Except for F3, connectivity associated with individual finger movements was limited to the left SMC for functional seed-1, but bilateral for functional seed-2. (B) A topography was evident from connectivity in the left postcentral gyrus for seed-1 and bilaterally for seed-2; connectivity for F4 was dorsolateral to the SMC region of connectivity for F2. Table 2 ). Arising from differences in the timing of neural activity 240 (Fig 2A, compare left and right columns), the area of cortical connectivity depended on the pair 241 of adjacent fingers used for analysis; connectivity only partially overlapped across pairings with 242 one finger in common (second row for F2 and third row for F3). Regions of overlap designated 243 connectivity for an individual finger. Connectivity showed a similar topographical organization 244 in the right postcentral gyrus ( Fig 2B) as shown previously for the left (Fig 1B) .
Fig 2. Connectivity and topography identified from psychophysiological interactions between movements of adjacent fingers. (A)
The brain location of connectivity and its timing depended on the finger pairing; e.g., the interaction between F2 and F1 shown in the second row arose earlier than the interaction between F2 and F3, and the spatial extent of their connectivity differed. To better define topography, connectivity for F2 was identified from their overlap. (B) Connectivity was organized topographically, from F4 (blue, located dorsal) to F2 (red, intermediate) to F1 (yellow, ventral). For simplicity, connectivity for F3 is not shown. Table S1 ). 258 Differences were invariably observed in connectivity between the postcentral representation of 259 the moving finger and the adjacent finger; differences were also observed during T2 between 260 precentral representations of F2 and adjacent fingers. Connectivity with the postcentral SMC 261 representation of the finger adjacent to the moving finger (e.g., F2 during T1) could also differ 262 significantly from the representation of the finger twice removed from movement (in this 317 As noted in the introduction, three features are essential for a role in cognitive control: 318 1) selective presence during tasks under volitional control; 2) spatial selectivity, reflecting 319 actions directed to specific target locations; and 3) temporal selectivity, reflecting the timing of 320 action. Neural activity consistent with these criteria has previously been reported for the 321 hippocampus. 322 The hippocampus is selectively active during movements requiring cognitive control. Because 323 the hippocampus is preferentially involved in conscious memories and environmental 324 interactions (83, 84), studies of hippocampal interactions with the motor system have 325 traditionally been focused on its role in explicit learning and memory consolidation. 326 Hippocampal connectivity with the striatum increases during explicit motor learning and 327 consolidation (85-87); consolidation after rehearsal is further reflected through increased motor 328 activation following sleep in both the primary motor area and the hippocampus (85, 88). 330 sequence learning; subjects' anticipatory responses indicate volitional control of these 331 movements (see Part I of this study). These findings demonstrate hippocampal involvement in 332 movements and motor learning under explicit cognitive control; by contrast, the hippocampus is 333 inactive during implicit learning of motor sequences (89). 334 The second requirement for cognitive control is spatial selectivity. The hippocampus is sensitive 335 to spatial location and navigation, with spatial functioning localized to the posterior 336 hippocampus (90, 91), including space cells that encode a spatial map (92-96). Because the 337 spatial location of the hand on the response pad was fixed in the current study, the spatial 338 location of a button press corresponded to a SMC finger representation, and posterior structural 339 seeds generated connectivity restricted to the SMC hand representation (see Part I). 340 Furthermore, spatial selectivity was observed between finger representations, as the magnitude 341 of connectivity dropped with distance from the representation of the finger currently moving. 342 Thus, spatial properties of the hippocampus provided the selectivity in motor response required 343 for cognitive control. 344 The third requirement for cognitive control is temporal selectivity. The hippocampus responds 345 differentially to sequences of events that differ in order (97-100), and to the intervals between 346 stimuli within a sequence (101-103). Cognitive awareness of the temporal intervals between 347 metronome beats provided the basis for anticipatory behavioral responses in the current study. 348 Furthermore, temporal selectivity was observed within each finger representation, such that 349 connectivity was greatest when the represented finger was moving. 350 Connectivity with SMC during motor tasks is thus consistent with known hippocampal 351 properties and meets the three criteria for the cognitive control of movements. This does not 352 preclude an additional role in cognitive control of SMC from other areas. Prefrontal cortex has 353 been suggested to play an indirect role through its connectivity with dorsal premotor cortex (2), 354 although functional coupling of prefrontal with premotor areas is limited to movement sequences 355 (66). During paced repetitive tapping, however, hippocampal connectivity provides the best 356 explanation for the cognitive control of SMC. 359 There is currently no consensus about the functional significance of the spatial and temporal 360 properties of the hippocampus. Some have suggested the hippocampus has cognitive functions 361 beyond its traditional roles (104-106), whereas others suggest its diverse properties merely 362 reflect the varied components of episodic and long-term declarative memory (92, 93, 107). 363 Although hippocampal connectivity with SMC meets the requirements for cognitive control, 364 could the results be better explained through its other known functions? 365 Memory of the pacing interval, plus associations between the numerical onscreen display and the 366 corresponding fingers, were required for accurate performance during motor tasks in this study. 367 These modest memory requirements might arguably require hippocampal input; neither spatial 368 nor temporal selectivity, however, is required to access this mnemonic information. Spatial 369 selectivity is unnecessary because the mapping between numerals and fingers never changed, 370 whereas temporal selectivity is unnecessary because widespread cortical rhythms (such as theta) 371 could serve to time events. The observed pattern of spatial and temporal selectivity is required 372 for cognitive control, however, to specify the finger to be moved and when. 373 An alternative explanation is that hippocampal connectivity in this study represents a form of 374 The fMRI topography was demonstrated in the left SMC by contrasting activation by each finger in the right hand with all other fingers, applied to images acquired with 1mm in-plane resolution and 3mm slice thickness (Burman et al., 2009 ); the PPI topography in the right SMC of the current study was demonstrated through global connectivity from left and right hippocampal seeds reflecting interactions between adjacent fingers, applied to 4mm isotropic images. Despite differences in voxel size and hemisphere, the two methods provide good correspondence in topographical organization.
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